


A little about me…

Husband and father of 

3 boys

Science and Business

Sustainability?

Senior Director, Sustainability

Walmart Stores, Inc



Give the world an opportunity to 

see what it's like to save and have a 

better life.”“

Sam Walton’s Vision



At the height of this recession, we 

promised we would broaden and 

accelerate our commitment to 

sustainability. Today sustainability is 

sustainable at Walmart…

…I appreciate that the world now has 

higher expectations of our company. 

So we must raise the bar. We must 

continue to meet the social obligations 

and expectations ahead. Walmart will 

never look back.”

Mike Duke

President and CEO, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

“

Sustainability unlocks the true potential 

of Walmart’s mission: Save Money, Live Better



Scope and Scale

Canada
333 Units

China
370 Units

United Kingdom 
544 Units

Japan
424 Units

India**
17 Units

Mexico
2,133 Units

Brazil 
531 Units

Argentina
88 Units

Central 

America 
622 Units

Chile  
322 Units

U.S.
4,498 Units

Sub-Saharan Africa
349 Units

Countries 28

Total Units 10,000+

Associates 2.1 Million

Customers 200 Million (/wk)

Suppliers ~100,000



Suppliers

Operations

360

Associates

Customers

Sustainability

Communities



www.walmartstores.com/sustainability

Productivity Loop – Walmart’s Engine

Grow

Sales

Operate for 

Less
Buy for 

Less

Sell for 

Less

Saving people 

money

so they can live 

better.



We began in 2005 with three aspirational goals

that guide everything we do in sustainability

To be supplied 100% 

by renewable energy

To create zero waste

To sell products that sustain 

people and the environment



Be supplied 100% by renewable energy

• Globally, 22 percent of total electricity and 15 
percent of total energy comes from renewable 
energy

• Walmart-driven renewable energy projects 
provide 4 percent annually

Be supplied 100% by renewable energy

• We saw an absolute reduction in our greenhouse 
gas emissions of 12.74 percent by the end of 
2010

Reduce GHGs at our existing store, club and 
distribution center base around the world by 20% by 
2012

• Almost a 69 percent increase in fleet efficiency 
since 2005

Double our truck fleet efficiency in the U.S. by 
October 2015



• We are tracking food throwaways in the fresh 
produce, fresh meat and fresh bakery categories. 
Our global markets are establishing baselines and 
developing plans to implement.

Reduce food waste in emerging market stores and 
clubs by 15 percent and in our other markets by 10 
percent by the end of 2015 (2009 baseline)

• In 2011, we reduced the plastic bag waste across 
our global operations by 42.5 million pounds, or 
approximately 3.1 billion bags – representing a 35 
percent reduction from our 2007 baseline.

Reduce the weight of global plastic shopping bag 
waste by an average of 33% per store by 2013 
(January 1 - December 31, 2007 Baseline)

• As of Dec. 31, 2011, we achieved an 80.9 percent 
reduction rate in the amount of waste sent to 
landfills across more than 4,500 U.S. facilities.

Eliminate landfill waste from U.S. stores and Sam’s 
Club locations by 2025

Create Zero Waste



Create zero wasteBe supplied 100% by 
renewable energy

Sell products that sustain
people and the environment

ENERGY WASTE PRODUCTS

Walmart’s Sustainability Goals

those suppliers who partner with us in building a responsible 

supply chain will be the suppliers that will grow with us.. And 

you too will become a better and more sustainable business.

- Mike Duke, President and CEO, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

“

“



Our Customers Care…

They Have High Expectations of 

Us…

And They Should

Why Should We Care?



We have a responsibility to lead where it 

counts…



Moderate to excessive 

drought has spread across 

63% of the US. Soybean 

bushel pricing hit $16.915 

on July 23, setting a record 

high.  Corn reached an all-

time high of $8.205 on July 

31. Source: Bloomberg

Price Volatility

Water Scarcity Product  Content

Supply Chain Risk EDLC

Energy Efficiency

Energy accounts for 15% 

of supplier COGS & up to 

40% of volatility in costs. In 

the US, lower-to-middle 

income families spend 25-

75% of after tax income on 

energy. Source: IEA World 

Energy Outlook 2002

Toy manufacturers have 

recalled millions of products 

for lead and cadmium 

content which are toxic to 

children.  Traceability will 

become increasingly 

important to avoid risks

And Remember the Productivity Loop?



So We Went to Work…



Anecdotal successes, needed focus…

China Sustainability Summit (‘08)

20 MMT GHG Goal (‘10)

Sustainable Ag Platform (‘11)



And structure…in 2009

Sustainability Index



Our North Star…..

Customers shouldn‟t have to 

choose between products they 

can afford and products that 

are good for the environment 

(or themselves, their communities, society and 

future generations)



In 2009, we committed to the Sustainability Index 

“If we work together, we can 

create a new retail standard 

for the 21st century." 

Sustainability Index: Tools that will…

•Improve the sustainability of the products our 

customers love

•Integrate sustainability into our core business

•Drive the productivity loop by reducing cost, 

increasing product quality and finding supply 

chain efficiency

•Increase customer’s trust in us and the brands 

we carry by leading in transparency







Category 
Sustainability 
Profile

Key Performance 
Indicators

Buyer Index 
Scorecard

Index Sustainable Value Network Walmart Stores, Inc. Confidential

Practical Tools For Decision Makers



Index Sustainable Value Network Walmart Stores, Inc. Confidential

Performan

ce 

Summary

Select 

Suppliers

Supplier 

Rank

Supplier 

Improvement 

Opportunities

Identify Leaders and Laggards

Identify priority improvement opportunities

Set goals, drive projects









Integrate Into the Business
Make it Part of Being  Merchant

Annual 
Business 
Planning

Joint 
Business 
Planning

Line 
Reviews

Category 
Strategy

Processes

Tools

Training



EVP

SVP

VP DMM

Buyer

Portfolio Strategy

Category Strategy

Joint Business 

Planning

Value Framework

Merchandise Portfolio

Category Group

Category

Item

Integrate Into the Business
Sam‟s Club – The Value Framework



29

“I’m really proud of what the merchandisers have done…[The sustainability index] is 

really complicated stuff, and it's giving buyers information to help form decisions and 

compare products. It will be a great day when we can give consumers that 

information, because we think they make great decisions already, we just need to 

give them more information. So, I think we’re going the right direction, and we're 

doing what our communities expect of us.”

– Rob Walton

“The Sustainability Consortium has begun delivering tools to our product buyers to 

help us evaluate product and supplier sustainability...We have started integrating 

this work into our buying processes. Every buyer will have sustainability goals as part 

of his or her objectives, and we will use the these tools to measure progress against 

those goals. We’ll recognize and reward those buyers and suppliers who are doing 

well. We will also ask suppliers who aren’t performing well to develop plans to 

improve, and we’ll hold them accountable for showing progress.”

– Duncan Mac Naughton, EVP and Chief Merchandising Officer, Walmart US

“It’s about integrating [Sustainability Reporting] into your business. We’re going to 

use this to make our holiday buy this year”

– Tanya Manwiller, Sr. Buyer, Electronics 



those suppliers who partner 

with us in building a 

responsible supply chain will be 

the suppliers that will grow with 

us. And you too will become a 

better and more sustainable 

business.

Mike Duke

President and CEO, Wal-Mart 

Stores, Inc.

“
Incentives Unlock Action
Be able to answer the „so what?‟



Every buyer will have 

sustainability goals as part of his 

or her objectives, and we will use 

the Index as the tool to measure 

progress against those goals.

We’ll recognize and reward those 

buyers and suppliers who are 

doing well. We will also ask 

suppliers who aren‟t performing well 

to develop plans to improve, and 

we’ll hold them accountable for 

showing progress.

“
Incentives Unlock Action
Be able to answer the „so what?‟

Duncan Mac Naughten
Chief Merchandising Officer, 

Wal-Mart US



Broad 
Rollout

Strong 
Participation

Next Steps

▪ TSC Batch 1 & 2  190 Walmart Categories 

▪ Buyers in Walmart US, Sam‟s, .COM and 

Walmart Canada

▪ 1000+ suppliers responded

▪ ~70% of sales across 190 categories

▪ Batch 1 & 2: Priorities, buyer goals, projects

▪ Bi-Annual reporting for all categories (April)

▪ Rollout in 3+ markets in FY14



But is it working?
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What have we learned?



Measure What Matters
Scale Through Focus and Leverage

Integrate Into the Business
Make it Part of Being  Merchant

Incentives Unlock Action
Be able to answer the „so what?‟

Balanced Approach
Collaboration vs Action



Our North Star…..

Customers shouldn‟t have to 

choose between products they 

can afford and products that 

are good for the environment 

(or themselves, their communities, society and 

future generations)



Don’t they care?  When will they see 

this?  What will it look like?

The Customer, Always…

But What About Her?



Questions?

Jeff Rice

Senior Director, Sustainability

Jeffrey.Rice@Wal-mart.com


